Maintenance - Interior - Modifications

Make the most of
your downtime

One-stop shop - from heavy maintenance
to cabin furnishing

We offer a comprehensive range of services
that covers all aspects of technical support for
your Bombardier Business Aircraft. We provide fully-approved Bombardier warranty
work and all-round services, including the
full spectrum of line and base maintenance
activities, structural inspections, engine
services, cabin refurbishments and retrofits,
comfort upgrades and modifications.
We are the specialist for all Bombardier
Business Aircraft products and our 220
MRO experts know them inside out. Our
comprehensively trained and qualified
technical staff have an average of fifteen
years’ hands-on experience.
As a member of the Lufthansa Technik Group
and part of Bombardier´s Service Centre
Network, we live up to their most stringent

quality standards. These are widely
considered to be the industry benchmark
for excellence. We expect the same desire,
motivation and technical expertise from our
handpicked cooperation partners so that we
can offer you the best solutions.
With EASA and FAA Part 145 licenses, and
11 other national maintenance organization
approvals, we are your ideal technical partner.
As a Part 21J Engineering Organization, our
specialists are passionate about finding a
balance between modern lifestyle and
functionality by reflecting the owner’s
individual tastes and personality. Our
engineering services include avionics,
navigation technologies, innovation and
development, as well as communication
and network technologies.

Reduce your costs by combining major checks
with interior refurbishment and modifications

On-time departure

We deliver dedicated base maintenance
services up to the most demanding heavy
maintenance checks. From a simple tire
change to a 120-month inspection on a Global, a
96-month inspection on a Challenger or a 12-year
inspection on a Learjet, we provide the highest
quality experience to our customers.
Being a Designated Alteration Station for
engineering, we are capable of designing,
certifying and supporting maintenance and
modifications.
As one of just two Bombardier Service Centres in
the whole of Europe, our staff is committed to
getting you back up and flying faster, with
quality-driven, 24/7 customer service and
comprehensive capabilities.

Approvals:
• Aruba
• Belarus
• Bermuda
• Cayman Islands
• Canada
• EASA
• FAA
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Isle of Man
Kazakhstan
Libya
Namibia
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Russia
UAE
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Short downtimes and the best value for money

The highest quality standards
for all aircraft interior solutions

With over six decades of high-class performance, the
pioneering cabin outfitter F/LIST is our exclusive partner
for all aircraft interior solutions. Founded in 2017, the
subsidiary F/LIST GERMANY, cooperates closely with us
to create opportunities for you that go beyond what you
imagined.
Be it interior or exterior detailing, installation of fine
carpets, upholstering of seats, divans and sidewalls,
sewing of curtains, polishing of wooden cabin surfaces,
complete cabin refurbishments or retrofits – our cabin
specialists are ready to perform any work on cabin
interiors, or cosmetic repairs on exteriors, while
inspections are being carried out.

It is our pleasure to design your Bombardier Business
Aircraft cabin according to your individual specifications.
We use only the finest materials for your comfort and
take meticulous care of even the smallest details. As a
Part 21J certified design organization, our engineers
see each project through to the final release to
service, in accordance with the applicable airworthiness
requirements.
From design consulting to the production of your
individualized interior, this is Austrian and German
engineering, handcrafted in Berlin and Thomasberg.

Base maintenance time is the ideal opportunity
to spruce up the cabin

Stay connected wherever you go

Our aim is to improve your flight experience.
Whether you are interested in cabin management,
in-flight entertainment systems or upgrading
communications, we are able to satisfy your every
need. Together with our cooperation partners, we
supply certified installation of Lufthansa Technik nice®
HD and other state-of-the-art entertainment systems,
update and upgrade communications like satellite TV,
SatCom and high-speed internet, as well as the most
sophisticated interior products from INAIRVATION.

Being a Bombardier Service Centre, we have full
access to Bombardier in-house Supplemental Type
Certificates (STC) and OEM engineering information,
which allows us to offer you customized modifications.
We are your ideal partner for updating your systems
and upgrading your Bombardier Business Aircraft.
Our highly qualified engineers will work closely
with you to find the best solutions to all of your
communications needs.

Always innovating so you can go further

Efficient production standards maximize
the availability of your aircraft

Thanks to our close relationship with our elite partners,
we can offer you one-stop shop solutions and the
chance to put your ideas in motion.
Our dedicated team of more than 220 experienced
technicians is available each and every day of the year.
We are constantly working towards improving the flexibility and simplicity of our maintenance process before,
during and after downtime. Our main goal is to fulfill
your expectations with innovative products, tailored
service and, of course, budget awareness.

Being the Bombardier maintenance specialist means
not only paying attention to the highest quality
standards but also placing the utmost importance
on values like trust and partnership, sincerity and
reliability.
We promise to take care of all of the details while you
rest assured that you are getting the highest level of
safety, the chance to lower your maintenance costs,
and, most importantly, the continued smooth operation
of your aircraft – because you derserve to fly relaxed.

Go with the best for your
Bombardier Business Aircraft

Lufthansa Bombardier
Aviation Services GmbH
Berlin-Schoenefeld Airport
12529 Schoenefeld
Germany
Phone: +49-30-8875-4600
Fax: +49-30-8875-4511
www.lbas.de

sales@lbas.de
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